Introduction. The theory of subanalytic sets is an excellent tool in various analytic-geometric contexts; see, for example, Bierstone [12] ; see also 10 of [22] ) that strongly influenced the form and content of this paper.
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On the other hand, every o-minimal structure on the real field gives rise to a "geometric category," a notion more general than "analytic-geometric category." In Section 3, we explain this correspondence between geometric categories and o-minimal structures, and introduce two analytic-geometric categories an and C-an,exp with C-aR n strictly larger than Can and Can,exp strictly larger than C6aR n.
The subsets {(x, xr)'x > 0} of IR2, r IR, are objects of an, while the subset { (x, e-l/x) x > 0} of IR 2 is an object of an,exp but not of Can. (Work is underway to construct still larger analytic-geometric categories. ) In Section 4, we list many of the nice properties of o-minimal structures on the real field (some of which are described here for the first time in print). Using the correspondence established in Section 3, it is usually a routine matter to transfer these properties to corresponding properties of geometric categories. The categories Can and an,exp have certain special properties, some of which we discuss in Section 5.
We stress that much of the substance of this article derives from the partly model-theoretic papers mentioned above, as well as from the (almost modeltheory-free) book [4] ; to avoid distraction, we defer to appendices the proofs of assertions made without reference to these (or other) sources. The reader may find it useful to read Appendix A before consulting the other appendices.
Shiota's announcement [24] lists several results that seem closely related to some of the material presented here. The different axiomatic setting of [24] makes detailed comparisons cumbersome. We do consider our setting--where we make a clear distinction between analytic-geometric categories and o-minimal structuresmas more convenient.
To make this article accessible to a wider audience, we explicitly define some geometric notions, such as "Whitney stratification."
1. Analytic-geometric categories. We use the following notation: Given a topological space X and A X, we let cl(A), int(A), bd(A) (= cl(A)\int(A)) and fr(A) (= cl(A)\A) denote respectively the closure, interior, boundary, and frontier of A in X.
Throughout this paper, each manifold is assumed to be Hausdorff, with a countable basis for its topology and of the same (finite) dimension at all of its points. Also, "manifold" will mean "real analytic manifold" unless otherwise specified.
We say that an analytic-#eometric catetory is given if each manifold M is equipped with a collection (M) of subsets of M such that the following five conditions are satisfied for all manifolds M and N:
All subanalytic subsets of a manifold are C-sets in that manifold; in particular, each finite subset of a manifold is a -set. (See Appendix D.) Since the subanalytic sets (in manifolds) satisfy axioms AG1 through AG5, it follows that the category Pan of subanalytic sets and continuous subanalytic maps is the "smallest" analytic-geometric category. We now record some basic properties (proved in Appendix D).
For the rest of this section, we fix an analytic-geometric category c. We let M, N be manifolds of dimension m, n, respectively, and let A C(M), B C(N). 1 IRm, there is available a notion of a "globally nice" set, which is more convenient to deal with than the strictly local notion of a C-set and is also better behaved: we don't need properness or (relative) compactness assumptions, and "locally finite" can often be replaced by "finite." "Semialgebraic set in IR m'' is an example of such a notion of a "globally nice" set, but "subanalytic set in IR m'' is not.
In developing the theory of analytic-geometric categories from scratch, it is most efficient to first deal systematically with this equivalent but better-behaved global notion of nice set (restricting oneself to ambient spaces lRm). Once the properties of these "nice" sets are available, one can then use these sets as "affine models" to define the -sets of analytic-geometric categories and obtain all relevant properties. Proceeding this way is also more convenient for actually con 5. Some special properties of (lRan) and (]ean,exp). Let functions J)" ]R n(j) IR (j in some index set J) be given, and let 9t denote (IR, +,., (j)j), the field of real numbers equipped with the functions j for j e J.
We define the 9t-functions on IR n inductively as follows:
(1) The projection functions x xi" IR n --, IR (i 1,..., n) are 9t-functions on Note that all 9t-functions belong to (IR, +,., (Jj)j). There is also a stronger version of this fact in which f depends on parameters (see [7] ); it is used to establish the following extension of Tamm's theorem [25] . What is the point of using logical symbols, when the more standard set notation serves the same purpose? An advantage of the logical notation is that it appeals to our natural linguistic and logical abilities. For instance, given a function f: X Y, the set f(X) is defined by the equivalence y ef(X) : 3x[f(x)= y].
Since the formula "f(x) y" defines F(f), this equivalence exhibits f(X) as the image of F(f) under the projection map X x Y Y according to the correspondence above between formulas and sets. This reduction of arbitrary maps to projection maps is used all the time; the bland set notation "f(X)" fails to suggest this reduction. Note also that the familiar equivalence y) y) (1) a; (2) and (3) Note that the set defined in (4) Note. Tamm's theorem [25] implies that B.9 holds with p 09 for (IRan), and in [8] (9),for each y Z(9) and i= 1,..., 1. Proof By C.3 we may suppose that A is closed. For y Z(g) and > 0, put A(y, t):= { x A: Ix Yl < 1 & I9(x)l t).
Note that A(y, t) is compact and belongs to , and if x A(y, t), then x A\Z(o).
Definef: Z (9) Then for 1,..., n and x U, we have
Let y e bd(Z(g)). Since 0'(0) 0 and g(x) --, 0 as x y, it follows that Dih(x) 0 as x y, x e U. Hence, by monotonicity and l'Hospital's rule, each partial of h exists at y with value 0. Thus, h e C(IR"). The next result was established by Bierstone, Milman, and Pawtucki, in an unpublished paper, for the subanalytic category. The proof below is patterned after theirs; we thank Deirdre Haskell for pointing out an error in an earlier version.
C.11. THEOREM.
A=Z(f).
Let A e n be closed. Inductively, there exist g,h C(IRa) with Z(g)= cl(U) and Z(h)= IRa\U. 
for all x U and H(x) 0 for all x bd(U). We then have
for all x U. For (x, y) ]Rn, put F2(x, y) H(x) (G1 (x, y)) -I-2(G2(x, y)). We now set out to prove the results on paths of 4.21. (4) c6'((c6')) and (()) .
Proof of (1) Proof of (3) . The Hence, h(f(A c U')) belongs to @, and so does h(f(A U')) (-1, 1) n. Let from 2.1 through 2.4; and that 1.10 through 1.18 
